The moments of the order statistics for independent normal variables are well known and used for many purposes including the determination of the 
Owen and Steck (1962) considered the order statistics for the equicorrelated multivariate normal distribution and showed that all moments and . 1 " ....
product momenta for any correlation p (----1~P~1) could be obtained from nthe corre.ponding moments and product momenta for the independence case, p.O. Letting X[1; n, p] where each E p is a k x k variance-covariance matrix for the equicorrelated -5-case as previously defined. It is easy to show that -l!(k-I)~P~1 using the same argument as in the equicorrelated case (David, 1970) . Note that the X ij for given i are exchangeable variates and, in a like manner, the sets of k-dimensional multinormal variates are exchangeable. The ordering to be considered is of all n ... mk variates without regard to group classifications. The ordered variates will be designated X[l' p]~X [2' ]", ••• , X [ . ] . ,n,m, ,n,m,p n,n,m,p The second and third subscripts, nand m in this case, are sufficient to describe the structure of the sample since k • n/m.
Limiting Results
There are several obvious limiting results which provide reference points. 
Probability Integrals for Equicorrelated Multinormal Variates
Two multinormal probability integrals involving equicorrelated variates will be used repeatedly. In all cases the multinormal variates within a correlated set are assumed to have zero means, unit variances and equal correlations so that the abbreviated notation ¢k(!.;P) "" ¢k·(xl'X2, ... ,xk;~) will be used to designate the k-variate multinormal p.d.f. where P is the common correlation.
(¢(x) will be used when k "" 1.) One integral of interest is the probability that precisely s of k variates in a k-variate multinormal will fall below the point h and the remaining k-s variates fall above h. The probability that Xl to X s fall below hand X s + l to~fall above h is given by ,dXs]dX s + l ' ... ,d~.
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Due to exchangeability of the variates within a correlated set, the probability that precisely s of the k variates fall below h (and the remaining k-s above h) is given by (2) Using a slight variation of a form given by Gupta (1963) the multiple integral -7- he second probability required is the probability that precisely s of the k variates within a correlated subset fall below h, k-s-l fall above h + ox and the remaining variate falls in (h,~ox) , with ox taken to be arbitrarily small. This corresponds to the probability density function of .
X[k_s;k,P)' the k-s order statistic in a sample of k equic~rrelated multinormal variates, evaluated at h. This can be derived using an argument similar to that of David (1970) for independent variates.
The event x < X[r;k,p] < x + 6x may be realized by Xi~x for r-l variates, x < Xi~x + ax for one Xi' and Xi > x + ox for the remaining k-r variates. The number of ways this can happen is k! (r-l)!l!(k-r)! = 1 B (r,k-r+l) and, because of exchangeability, each has equal probability. Taking X k to be the variate falling in (x,x+ox), the conditional probability that Xl' •.
• 'X r _ 1 take values less than x and xr". 
It il well known that the k-l variate conditional distribution, conditional oñ
• x, is a multivariate normal with mean px and variance-covariance matrix number of subsets haVing at least one variable greater than x, m-p-l subsets have all variables less than x and the remaining set has the (k-u )th ordered m variate taking the value x. The number of ways the m subsets can be divided into the three parcels is
all allocations haVing equal probability since the subsets are exchangeable and independent. This corresponds, in the language of Whitworth (1942) , to the number of ways in which i indifferent things can be distributed into p+l parcels where, with the exception of one particular parcel, u , blank lots are inadmissible. n-~;n,m,p Note obtained by interchanging sand r in the L(x;s,r.p) functions.
Evaluation of First Two Moments
Numerical integration w~s used to evaluate
for r = 0,1.2 and i = 0,1 •.. • ,min(I'12) . Two stages of integration are involved; the primary integration shown in (10) and the secondary integration to evaluate the functions L The numerical integration in both (X; s, r,p) • stages covered the region -6 < X < 8 in two equal intervals using 32-point -12-Gaussian integration for each interval. The approximate accuracy of the integration was measured by the absolute deviations from unity of the integral of the p.d.f., i.e., the integral for r = 0.
Appendix Tables 1 and 2 give the means and variances, respectively, of the (n-i)~order statistics for i < min (I' 12) obtained by numerical integration for all possible integer combinations of m and k for n = (4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 24, 48) and for P = (0,0.05,0.25,0.50,0.75,0.95 Also, as is apparent from Figure 1 , the affect is greatest when m is small relative to n, since the order statistics are converging, as p~1.0, to fewer points. Thus, taking the most extreme case of those studied (short of the equicorrelated case, k = 1), the first order statistic for (n,m) = (48,2), Figure 2 where the approximations for each order statistic are superimposed on the Figure I results.
Clearly, the approximation is not good for the extreme order statistic, unless P is quite small, but it is a reasonable approximation for the intenneciate order statistics if p is, say, less than 0.5.
Consistent with the original motivation for this problem, i.e., the prediction of genetic change from truncation selection, the primary interest is in obtaining a good approximation of the mean of the s largest order statistics in a family structured sample of size n. From the genetic point of view, P generally will be quite small; for example, the maximum p can be in a full sib family structured population, if all variability is genetic in origin, is \.~-In such cases, i.e., P~0.5, the approximation i(s,n,m,p) = (l-p) 
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Intrasec correlatl~n ( 
-5 -4 -3 , , bbso1ute deviation of integral of p.d.f. from unity is of the order 10 ,10 ,or 10 ,respectively. .... . . 
. , II -1 ; n 1,2,3 A bsolute deviation of integral of p.d.f. from unity is of the order 10-5 , 10-4 , or 10-3 , respectively. 
